Corrections: CCS Exam Preparation, Fifth Edition; AHIMA Product # AC400412

Practice Question 25 (pages 17, 244): Per page 241 the answer to this question is CPT 33213 & 33233. Per CPT do not use CPTs 33212, 33213, 33221 in conjunction with CPT 33233; instead see CPT’s 33227–33229. The correct code is 33228.

Practice Exam 1, Case 12 (pages 142, 273): Documentation in the operative report states that one coronary (RCA) vessel was bypassed in two sections. Coding Clinic, Fourth Quarter 1989 Page 3 to 5 Effective with discharges: January 2, 1990 instructs us to assign 36.11. Therefore the answer should be 36.11, not 36.12.